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BRAND NEW GEL COLORS 2012/13 AUTUMN/WINTER

DÉCOR GEL COLORS - autumn/winter collection
Tune up for the next season with the trendiest colors of 2012/13 autumn/winter. The fresh hues play in chords with the 
World’s most famous haute couture. The colors come out with the accustomed Crystal Nails high covering ability.                                           

 
Cold as ice, Freeze, and low-key. For determinate clients who exactly 
know what or who do they want.                                           

SPARKLING GEL COLORS – autumn/winter collec-

BEST OF WINTER COLOR KIT-
With the latest trend colors: Buy 6, get 8
Freeze colors of the winter trend. The top 8 décor and sparkling colors in one kit, with incred-
ible price collected for you and your clients. 

METAL GEL COLORS – autumn/winter col-

Twinkle, flash, glittered! Soft, but harsh glittered colors, which 
sparkle like the most luscious champagne.                                          

Legújabb 
színes zselés 
továbbkép-
zéseinket 

keresd a hátsó 
oldalakon!

Your clients ask for the latest trends? Manage them. Don’t just follow the fashion. Be a dictator of fashion! We will guide you. 
Our trend developers report from Milano, Paris, and New York, which three color trends are the dominants on the fashion 
shows’ stages. Soft and creamy summer hues turn into grays, the marriage of the forever trend color bluish purple flirts, and 
the bourdon/brownie hues, founded in the nature at fresh forests. Following from the summer trend: sparkling. Get your clients 
satisfaction with the new, exciting nature, and glittering effects (more details on page 9).

Color trends, and trendy colors autumn/winter

92 
Hot turquoise 

Hot turquoise 

93 
Hot purple

94 
Sexual mallow

95 
Freeze petrol 

blue

96 
Cute Purple

97 
Magic peach 

blow

98 
Spicy egg 

 plant

99 
Fairy tale  

puffy

139 
Cloud Berry

140 
Romantic Royal 

Blue

158 
Exciting  

silver

615 
sensual hot 

 rod red

616 
Passionate 

 lilac 

617 
Heavenly deep 

purple

618 
Malign violet

97 98 139 158 615 616 617 618

224 
Lilac - purpleblue
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BRAND NEW GEL COLORS 2012/13 AUTUMN/WINTER

BEST OF WINTER COLOR KIT-
With the latest trend colors: Buy 6, get 8
Freeze colors of the winter trend. The top 8 décor and sparkling colors in one kit, with incred-
ible price collected for you and your clients. 

BRAND NEW CHAMELEON GEL 
COLORS

Thermo
Be unique! Colors, which change hues by heat. Different 
colors on body warm (at the nailbed area) and different 
on the cooler free edges. At the left side you can 
check out the 6 sparkling, and a hars/low-key duo.

Flash

Chameleon 
Thermo changes 

Chameleon 
Flash change by 
Sunshine, or shadow - the nail colors change 
their hues from crazy magenta to harsh carbon.

BEST CHAMELEON 
With the latest trend colors: Buy 6, 

Six incredible glittered autumn/winter hues, and another two bold 
color in one kit. Fashion parade for the fans of colors.

158 
Exciting  

silver

618 
Malign violet

97

229 
Golden brown - 
hazelnut

228 
Orange -  
salmon

234 
Magenta - 

carbon 

226 
Creamy orange 

- deep khaki225 
silver purple - 

levander

227 
Purple Pink - 

mallow

224 
Lilac - purpleblue

244 
magenta - carbon

224 
Lilac - 

purpleblue

225 
silver purple - 

levander

226 
Creamy orange 

- deep khaki

227 
Purple Pink - 

mallow

228 
Orange -  
salmon

229 
Golden brown - 

hazelnut

232 
Scarlet - 
 purplish

233 
Sunny yellow - 

soft orange
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CRYSTALAC NEW TREND COLORS

CRYSTALAC COLORS – autumn/winter collection 
Unique, high pigmentation, PolyHybrid CrystaLac colors of the latest 2012/13 season. Great price: 
Crystalac trial kit, with 6 gel polishes.
(Gel Lac name had changed to CrystaLac to make a difference between Crystal Nails and other 

Unique bold colors of autumn/winter CrystaLac. 
Two autumn, and another five hues for wintertime.

Two miracle lighten 
colors which turn 
you the Ice Queen in 

The secret recipe is: mix the 
sparkle of diamond with a glaring 
red. Results at the bottom. 
Hues, which warm the winter 

MINI CRYSTALAC 
KIT

buy 4,5 and get 

Don’t miss the most 
popular Decor, Diamond, 
and Glamour CrystaLac 
colors we offer you on the 
best prices. 6 brand new 
CrystaLac of 4ml.

85 
Honey suckle

86 
Metal peach

87 
Velvet peach

88 
Soft grey

89 
Mysterious 

Bishop purple

90 
Deep flamingo 

pink

91 
Stocky 

 soft pink

306 
Starry copper

307 
Starry silver

97 
Starry deep 
bordeaux 

98 
Starry 

 deep red

99 
Starry  

deep pink

87 89 90

98 99 306Miss World Hungary 2012
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CRYSTALAC NEW TREND COLORS

buy 4,5 and get 

THERMO - CHANGE COLORS BY 
Headline! After the success of the Chameleon Thermo colored 
gels, we proudly introduce the latest Chameleon CrystaLac colors 
too. Change colors by heat, great covering, high pigmentation 
ensure the rich colors also in one layer.

MINI CRYSTALAC CHAMELEON 
KIT - buy 4,5 get 6
Out-and-outer CrystaLac colors for the best price 
in a nice trial kit.

DULL COLORS OF CRYSTALAC
Shineless, dull hues in cherry red, and black colors. Forget 
chipping and peeling. Do not need a top gel: apply two thin 
layers, cure, and done.
(The picture shows the dull/shiny differences on the free edge).

 CHAMELEON & MATT CRYSTALAC

90

306

900 
Strawberry red - 

deep red

901 
Puffi - 

levander

902 
Deep lilac - 

Cobalt

903 
Soft pink -  

bluish purple

904 
Magenta -  

deep purple

905 
Magenta -  

deep purple

M1 
Cherry

M2 
Ebony

900     901      902    903     904     905 
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GL 2 GL 6 GL 13 GL 44 GL 102 GL 85

“COLOR 2 COLOR” CRYSTALAC & NAIL POLISH

We compose the perfect match 
of CrystaLac colors, and regular 
nail polish. The same covering, 
the same long lasting formula. A 
perfect combination for finger- 
and toenails.

NAIL POLISH 
PERFECT 
High ended Crystal Nails nail 
polishes. The optimum viscosity 
gives great covering, without 
strokes, and lower spots. The 
special brush ensures the easy 
application, which was never easier. 
Long lasting formula, no chipping, 
no peeling.

„COLOR 2 COLOR” 
Get the latest CrystaLac colors and the regular nail polish perfect 
match kit. We offer you six different kits to choose your favorite hues.

Semi-sheer pink

G 2 
Spicy red

G 6
Fire red

G 13
Delicious coffee

G 44
Gorgeous 

vanillin 

G 102
Flirt with  

deep mallow

G 85
Hot lonc
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“COLOR 2 COLOR” CRYSTALAC & NAIL POLISH

High ended Crystal Nails nail 
polishes. The optimum viscosity 
gives great covering, without 
strokes, and lower spots. The 
special brush ensures the easy 
application, which was never easier. 
Long lasting formula, no chipping, 
no peeling.

CREAMY POWDERS

NEON WHITE ACRYLIC TRENDY BOLD COLORS - autumn/
winterMedium set time, hit for bright whites for a 

harsh effect. Unbelievable shine especially in the 
On the 9th page introduced colors in acrylic powders. Creamy hues, 
with high covering.

EXTREME SCULPTING 
The top of the acrylic food chain. Fine grounded, crystal clear colors, high ended polymerization, non-yellowing formu-
la. Medium fast cure product, in three unique color. Extreme quality, enable prices.

Semi-sheer pink Crystal clear Ultra white

85
Glow tuff

154
Hot crystal 

peach

155
Hot crystal 

purple

85
Glow tuff

621
Red currant

624
Huge  

cranberry

625
Hot chocolate 

626
Laced coffee
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ONE MOVE ACRYL & AQUARELL PAINTS

ONE MOVE ACRYL PAINT BRAND 
NEW  
The most popular, creamy, slow cure, extremely pigmented, bold acryl paint 
colors. The beak prevent outdrying, and perfect application. For nail arts, 
shadowing, for gels, or acrylics, or 3D gels.

AQUARELL PAINTS IN THE 
LATEST  
Professional paints, never fade, bold, high quality aquarells. In five excited 
hues. Rich, creamy colors for real nail art fans.

36
Dark chocolate 

37
Smiley cherry

38
Laughing  

cherry

39
Peachy asphalt 

39
Peachy 

blackberry

21
Foamy cacao

22
Flirt wild 

raspberry

23
Delicious vine 

24
Road work 

 ahead

25
Mature 

strawberry

Color Gel  
- 156
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ONE MOVE ACRYL & AQUARELL PAINTS COLOR TREND OF 1012/13 AUTUMN/WINTER

Fade to grey,  
creamy  hues Bluish Purple 

flirts

Dark reds  
and browns

Color Gel  
- 156

Decor Gel - 49

Decor Gel - 94

Thermo Gel - 224

Thermo Gel - 225
Metal Gel  

- 140

Acryl - 624 Sparkling Gel - 
618

Thermo Gel - 900

G 13 Nail polish 
GL13 Gel-lac

G 6 Nail polish 
GL6 Gel-lac

Thermo Gel - 229
Sparkling Gel - 

615

Acryl - 626

Acryl - 625



Cut the foils half, 
then you can use 
a foil for two nails.
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NEW ARRIVALS - FRESHLY DEVELOPED UNIQUE

SOAK OFF DULL TOP 
For CrystaLac, colored gels, and 
Shineless, dull surface in minutes. Soak off, dull top 
gel for every product line (acrylic or gels, CrystaLac, 
nail polish). Keeps the colors crisp, but dull. Doesn 
not chipping, like regular top coats. It’s a must have 
product for the latest trend.

Creates a dull surface for every CrystaLac, or colored 

Regular top gels

Dull top gel

TOP SEAL 
Less viscosity top 
A new, softer formula of the non-cleansing, 
never ending shine, non yellowing, popular 
Top Seal Gel. Thick enough to fill the lower 
spots, and can be applied without flowing to 
the cuticles. Save time in the finishing process.  
Less viscosity, ensures an easy application in 
wintertime, in a cold environment too.

XTREME 
The power of 
Freshly developed product especially for strengthen 
natural nails. Creates more cross links,  which 
makes the natural nails harder. Gives incredible 
shine with the tiny diamond pieces inside.

GLASS NAIL DE-
SIGN 

The unique, designed foils gives a special effect for free edges. Place to the form, and 
build the nail with clear nail enhancement product. The product will follow the design of 
the foils. Tip: Use acrylic system with a small drop of coloring the liquid. Or use glass 
effect gel to a special effect. No extra time needs.

side view 

side view 



NATURAL HAIR GEL Grounded hairs for the 
perfect smile lines, and 

the. evenly covered 
colored gel coats.

Same as the last type of Xtreme 
Carbid Bowler, between the two 
current size (Small, and Large) 
here comes the Medium.

Compared to the traditional 
thick carbid head, it is a new 
design with a straight lining, 
providing a stronger drilling.

New type of drilling head 
that substitutes filing on the 
nail surface. 
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NEW ARRIVALS - FRESHLY DEVELOPED UNIQUE

Shineless, dull surface in minutes. Soak off, dull top 
gel for every product line (acrylic or gels, CrystaLac, 
nail polish). Keeps the colors crisp, but dull. Doesn 
not chipping, like regular top coats. It’s a must have 
product for the latest trend.

Creates a dull surface for every CrystaLac, or colored 

Freshly developed product especially for strengthen 
natural nails. Creates more cross links,  which 
makes the natural nails harder. Gives incredible 
shine with the tiny diamond pieces inside.

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS

Developed in Italy, narrow brush, which helps to create tiny, and fast nail 
arts. There are some unique nail art design, which could be create only with 
this brush, the special, crisp shape of the hairs.

Nero Merlo I.  
Nail Art Brush - 

Gabo Kovacs
World- and Nailympics 

Champion:
„This is the best gel brush I ever 
worked with. I can’t wait to use it 

Time saving shape:  the precise shape of the brush ensures easy, and 
fast nail sculpting. It’s a must have tool for salons.

Nero Merlo II.
Sculptor brush - 

front viewside view 

side view front view

NEW TYPE OF TITANIUM 
COAT

XTREME LARGE 

NEW TYPE OF 

ATTRACTIVE DUST 
High performance, electric dust collector and hand rest in 
one. Attractive shape, comfortable surface. White cotton/
leather coat, with steely edges. 1 year warrant.
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Merry Crystal Nails
Merry Christmas

CRYSTAL NAILS ACCESSORIES

MERRY CRYSTAL 
Perfect Christmas gift for your clients. These 150/280 grit files 
dedicated for natural nails.

CRYSTAL NAILS 
One side is embossed, the other is with Crystal Nails logo, crisp 
steel pendrive. Now you can keep your best nail pictures, your 
works, and other documents to everywhere. Bonus: Includes 
a Crystal Nails Catalog, and some step by steps.

2013 Crystal Nails 
Size: between A5 and A6, could be an exclusive accessories 
of a famine handbag. It’s a must have for real Crystal Nails 
fans. You can manage your appointments everywhere you 
are. Seamed cotton leather cover, with snake design. Inspired 

CRYSTAL NAILS CHROME KEY-
Heart shaped, with the angel wings Crystal Nails logo. Strong 
split wing. Perfect for client gift!

CRYSTAL NAILS NAIL 
POLISH REMOVER 1L, 

„Topical Fruit” essence nail polish remover 
with aloe vera and glycerine. Removes the 
nail polish fast, and easy, and doesn’t dry 
out the skin. Aloe Vera moisturizes, the 
glycerine makes the skin smooth.

CRYSTAL NAILS 
TIP, AND ACRYLIC 
Effective remover for acrylic, tip, and soak off 
products. Aloe Vera moisturizes, the glycerine makes 
the skin smooth.

CN Fashion 
strech  

Queen hands in Crystal Nails 
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CRYSTAL NAILS ACCESSORIES

CRYSTAL NAILS CHROME KEY-
Heart shaped, with the angel wings Crystal Nails logo. Strong 
split wing. Perfect for client gift!

CRYSTAL NAILS NAIL 
POLISH REMOVER 1L, 

NEW CRYSTAL FASHION WEAR

CRYSTAL 
PANTS 
Straight leg, white, trendy cotton pants, with a 
small skirt. Glittered CN logo. Casual wear for 
salon work, or at school. Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL.

CN Fashion 
strech  
Cotton pants, white, with a small 
skirt. Trendy, and casual. Ideal 
for salon work, or at school. 
Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL.

Beauty Queen 
The 12 finalist wear those tops at the 
Beauty Queen Championship. Crystal 
Faschion Style. Available in white, and 
black. 

HEADLINE NAILS

Queen hands in Crystal Nails Gabo Kovacs (Worldwide Nail Champion) at work 
(with the hungarian TV2 channel’s cameraman)

Tamara Cserhati - Miss World Hunga-
ry, and Miss Crystal Nails 2012
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57

2012 CRYSTAL NAILS SUCCESS

FIVE GOLD CUP AT THE 

Two gold cup 
at Las Vegas

Three gold cups at Orlando

57 FIRST 
PLACES  

57

BEAUTY QUEEN 
Beauty Championship at 2012 Hun-
gary.
Crystal Nails fashion wear, nails, and 

2012 Beauty Queens in Crystal 

Finalists, and Tibi Kasza from Hun-

Beauty Queens wears the 
official  

Introduce with Tamara what everybody knows 
in the World: Crystal Nails designed for the 
high quality nail’s fan.

Crystal Nails 
Fashion Awards 

Crystal Nails won the „The honor of Fashion 
awards” by far the best job in the beauty 
industry. Don’t forget: You are always in the 
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ÚJ TANFOLYAM!  INSTANT DÍSZÍTÉSEK JOBB AGYFÉLTEKÉS 
MÓDSZERREL – SZÍNES ZSELÉ, AKRILFESTÉK ÉS AQUARELL 
DÍSZÍTŐ KÉPZÉS

2012 CRYSTAL NAILS SUCCESS

Introduce with Tamara what everybody knows 
in the World: Crystal Nails designed for the 
high quality nail’s fan.

Crystal Nails won the „The honor of Fashion 
awards” by far the best job in the beauty 
industry. Don’t forget: You are always in the 

Judit Philipp, international nail art champion, and licensed 

If you think you need to up your nail art skill, or want to offer more nail art to 
your clients, you got the right training.
Judit is a licensed Art Educator, who mixes different ways to draw designs 
(such as right-hemisphere drawing). Even if you’ve never learned how to draw. 
Different techniques, and different streams.
The training begins with basic knowledge about the techniques, and the 
products. Then practice what we learned before, to make unique nail arts in 
a few minutes.

Perspective, line, contour, fade, the theory of colors, colored gels, acryl, and aquarell paints, 
extra ordinary nail arts.

Includes: acryl, aquarell paint, table set ups (UV lamps, table lamp, towels)

Level #2 for pros Sophisticated, 
elegant, photorealistic skill buil-
Twixy (Szabina Varadi) recreate the „one-move-technique” with acryl paint. 
These photorealistic designs are a little complex, but easy to learn, and 
could be applied either short, or long nails.
Attend for the class and learn the new techniques. Your clients will love 

Includes: acryl paint, table set up (table lamp, UV lamp, 

BRAND NEW PROFESSIONAL TRAININGS



Barbara Magyarosi, nail art champion, CN Elite 

Are your clients asking for quick, trendy, and simple nail arts? You can 
learn some here. The bestseller salon nail arts, for short salon nails. It 
doesn’t matter if you are a beginner. You can learn the colored gels, and 
the aquarell paints here in one class.

Perfect angles with brush, fade, contouring, shadowing, basic product 
knowledge, harmony of colors.

Includes: aquarell paint, table set up (table lamp, UV lamp, 

ELITE COSMETIx 1085 Budapest, József körút 44.
Üzlet telefon: (1) 334 1924 Oktatás telefon: (1) 323 0258
www.crystalnails.hu, www.mukorom.hu, webáruház: 
www.mukorom-alapanyagok.com,      /crystalnails.hungary

A katalógus árai nagyker ÁFÁ-s árak. Árváltozás jogát fenntartjuk, a nyomdai hibákért felelősséget nem vállalunk.

A Te Crystal Nails partnered:

Quick Nail Arts, and one-move-flowers with 
gel,  

Barbara Abonyi - flat gel nail art European 
Discover the new world of one-move-nail art. Simple, but artistic. Dress on, 
or every-day. Extreme, and trendy nail arts. Exciting, easy to learn colored 
gel, and acryl paint techniques. You can practice the designs, and get a 
basic knowlegde about the brushes, angles, theory of colors, and planning.

Theory of colors, shadowing, lightening effects, tiny strokes, contouring, 
product knowledge, botany.

Includes: acryl paint, table set up (table lamp, UV lamp, 

Express design colored gel and aquarell 

BRAND NEW PROFESSIONAL TRAININGS


